
THE ART OF 
PRACTICE

Lockdown return lesson #2 Oathall Community College - Music GCSE 



Meditation Activity (count your breaths)

1) Sit comfortably on a chair or piano bench or on the floor (with legs crossed).  If in a chair make sure your feet 
are on the floor.

2) Have your arms relaxed by your sides and hands palm up either just relaxed or thumb and index or pinkie 
touching.

3) Look straight ahead and head slightly tilted forward as if you were looking at a spot on the floor ahead of you 
about 3-4 metres.

4) Close your eyes but not quite completely.
5) Count your inbreath in your head  “1” and your outbreath “2”, inbreath “3”, outbreath “4”, inbreath “5”, 

outbreath “6”, inbreath “7”, outbreath “8”, inbreath “9”, outbreath “10”.  Then repeat back to “1”.
6) Repeat counting your breaths from 1 to 10.  If you notice your mind drifting to other things like what you are 

going to eat, do, or anything else, gently bring it back to the counting again.
7) Continue until you find your posture improving, breath slowing and getting deeper or as long as you like.



If you cannot come to school this week then please start this lesson by 
getting a blank piece of paper and pencil/pen to write down your answers 
to the following questions.  
You do not need to hand this in so don’t worry about format or neatness.  
It is purely designed to help get you thinking.
If you are at school this week it will be done on the board together and 
then you can also do this again on paper as part of your work this week.



What is the goal or are the goals you are 
trying to achieve by practicing your 

instrument?
Think carefully about this question for a moment. What is the:
• Big picture (forest)
• Little picture (trees)
• Long-term goal(s)
• Short-term goal(s)
• Other reasons?



Practicing Goal(s)



What things might create challenges or 
otherwise hinder your ability to achieve your 

goals?
Again, think carefully and put aside challenges you think of that 
are not at all controllable.   For example, you can’t control when you 
have to be somewhere like school, having to sleep, getting ill etc.
These are unchangable challenges to your ability to practice.  
Think about what challenges you can control.



Challenges to practicing…
◦ Controllable challenges ◦ Challenges out of your control

Please do not move beyond this slide until you are done with your thinking. 



Now that you have identified what you are trying to 
achieve and the challenges you might encounter 
along the way you have to figure out not only how 
you are going to get there but how to make the 
journey an inspirational one.  A journey that actually 
makes you a better musician while not being overly 
tedious, uses your time & energy wisely and feeds 
your soul (makes you happy).



ORGANIZING YOUR (PRECIOUS) 

TIME
(Efficiency)



• How much time do you have to practice 
every day?

• What times of day are you the best able to 
concentrate? 

Answer these questions as honestly as you possible can somewhere on your paper….

• Are there any days where trying to 
practice will be really hard and possible 
overly stressful to do? Could this be day 
off?



Now roughly write down your proposed 
practice times per day.  Make sure you have 
allocated a rest day  

Rest day
(doesn’t have 
to be Sunday)

S=Session

Here’s an example of one I did before the lockdown.  Yours does not have to be like 
this.  It’ just an example of what it could look like. Hand written is also equally 
good as it is often more personal.



One of the best ways to start to to organize yourself and 
also help your practice is to:

 

Start a practice notebook 
or even  a BuJo! (Bullet Journal).

A (BuJo) bullet journal is intended to help us become mindful
of how we spend the two most valuable resources in our
lives; time & energy. https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/can-bullet-journaling-save-you



Now that you’ve figured out when you can practiced during the week 
it is time to figure out how to organize and actually practice your 
instrument.

practice | ˈpraktəs | 
2 repeated exercise in or performance of an activity or skill 
so as to acquire or maintain proficiency in it

repeat

repeat repeat

repeat

repeat

repeat

repeat



4 DIFFERENT
APPROACHES OR 

ASPECTS OF PRACTICE
(Balance & Efficiency)



=

Spiritual
Approach

Physical
ApproachMental

Approach

Repertoire

(All *equally important
for a balanced approach

to practice)

*Equal does not necessarily 
mean 
equal time spent on each.  
Just equally
important to pay attention to 
in your practice.



Spiritual
Approach

(doing things that keep 
you inspired)



Spiritual
Approach

(doing things that keep 
you inspired)

Listening to piece of
music you love.

Being kind to yourself
when you make an error.
observe it rather than
judge yourself by it.

Free play – pick up and 
just play your instrument.Reward yourself for 

meeting certain goals 
you have set yourself.

Telling a story – 
Thinking about and 
working on expression 
in the music being
learnt (dynamics, articulation,

balance between instruments),  



Physical
Approach 

(awareness of physical 
part of music making)



Physical
Approach 

(awareness of physical 
part of music making)

Posture
Warm-up & warm-down

“rest as much
as you play”
(taking breaks before
You feel any discomfort 
or pain)

Doing technical 
exercises that improve
a specific physical 
movement or musical 
Pattern (muscle memory) Awareness of

muscle balance.
(Alexander technique
,balance in chosen 
practice exercises.

Taking care 
of yourself
(right food,
Sleep, being 
active)



Mental
Approach

(concentration and 
efficient practice)



Mental
Approach

(concentration and 
efficient practice)

Using effortless mastery
techniques in your practice.
(put instrument down for a second 
after mistakes or take a moment 
before restarting)

Practice for 20 minutes 
at most before taking even
a short break (5 minutes).

Use the ‘Learning Diamond’
to practice.

Play effortlessly

Play
fast

Play
perfectly

Play the entire
example

Practice things 
that kill ‘more
birds with one stone’.
(focus on what you practice)

Start learning a piece
with the end first. Master a short section

Rather than always playing a 
whole piece.

Several short sessions 
are better than one
long one.



Repertoire
(the material you 
work on)



Repertoire
(the material you 
work on)

Include pieces that 
challenge but not 
overwhelm.

Include short technical ‘etudes’

Do you like the music?

Move to a new piece
if it has gone stale for you
regardless of whether you 
have mastered it entirely
(you can re-visit again later)

Are you exploring different 
styles (genres)?



HOW DO YOU REPEAT 
SOMETHING OVER AND 
OVER AND ACTUALLY 

IMPROVE IT?



The Learning Diamond*

Play effortlessly

Play
fast

Play
perfectly

Play the entire
example

Rules of Practicing this way.
1) You must always strive to 
      play/practice effortlessly
      from a meditative space.

2) You can then pick two of three
      other points of the diamond to 
      practice at a time. Not all.
i.e. – you can practice a section of music 
fast and perfectly but then only in small 
sections (not the entire example).  Or  
you can  play the entire piece perfectly 
but not fast (as slow as is necessary to 
play it perfect).

You must always sacrifice one of three 
(fast, perfect, entire example)

* From: Effortless Mastery by Kenny Werner



This week’s activity…
1) Think about, create and write down a practice schedule to utilize until September.  This could be done on a 

computer, by hand, on paper or in a book/journal.

2) Make the schedule  neat, colourful, in whatever style you want.

3) Make it realistic.  What can you manage with your time and spiritual, mental and physical energy on a 
daily/weekly basis.  

4) Send me a pic of your new created weekly schedule (as your h/w this week).

5) Begin/continue your practice schedule with joy.

6) Be open to changing it if needed, switching days etc, reducing, increasing practice time.

7) Make sure you have chosen appropriate repertoire to work on.

8) Make sure your practice time is balanced paying attention to different approaches. 

9) Try meditating for 5- 10 minutes before the first practice session of the day.   


